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Thanks for choosing this dinosaur subitizing game. You can use this game to develop the following skills:
Subitizing dots on a six sided dice.

Identifying numbers.

For more teaching ideas and freebies check out my blog:
www.fairypoppins.com

Instructions

Print and laminate the game for added durability.
You’ll also need some colored counters and a six sided dice.

Please see the instructions page for details on how to play the game.

Terms of Use

You are permitted to use these resources for your own classroom use. Please direct anyone to my store or website if they wish to have their own 
copies of these resources. Alternatively you can purchase a multiple user license. You can show sample pictures of my resources on your classroom 
website or blog if you provide a link to my TPT store or website www.fairypoppins.com . Please note these are copyrighted graphics, you may not 

resell / redistribute / recreate / use or share these graphics in whole or in part for any reasons. Thanks.
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A big thank you to these talented artists for the use of their graphics. 
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This game focuses on subitizing the numbers 1 to 6 using a dice. Children take turns rolling the dice. They need to say the number on the dice (at a 
glance rather than counting the dots one by one). Once they’ve said the number they place a counter over it on the game board. I like using 

transparent counters, but any will work fine.

To make the game more exciting you can use a timer and ask the children to cover all the dinosaurs in say three minutes. They can also pretend the 
dice is like a hot potato. The key is to improve their speed so they can just look at the dice and know what number it is without counting. You can also 

get them to time how long it takes to cover the game board and then play again to beat their time. 

Instructions2 players
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Dinosaur Subitizing Game (1 – 6)
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